Outer membrane proteins (OMPs) are transmembrane proteins (TMPs) located in outer membranes. These proteins perform diverse biochemical functions and have immediate medical relevance, so that their spatial structures are important for studying. But the special physicochemical properties of OMP make it hard to obtain their structures experimentally. For the purpose of predicting OMP structures, discriminating OMPs and aligning their sequences to native structures are indispensable steps. We developed a novel method OMSA (Outer Membrane Segment Alignment), which implemented both steps in one program. OMSA integrates OMP-specific topology features to implement a sequence-to-structure alignment, for example, segment type and segment orientation, while a segment-dependent gap penalty model is employed to improve the alignment. Compared to peer top-leading methods, OMSA achieved higher accuracy in both OMP discrimination and alignment, which may further improve OMP structure studying.
Introduction
Outer membrane proteins (OMPs) are the transmembrane proteins (TMPs) found in outer membranes of cell, mitochondria, or plastids. They perform diverse biochemical functions such as active ion transport, passive nutrient uptake and intake, or enzymatic activity and structural anchoring [1] . Meanwhile, they also are the potential targets for antimicrobial drugs and vaccines [2] [3] [4] . Native structures of OMP are extremely scarce in Protein Data Bank (PDB) [5] , where hundreds of OMPs account for no more than 2% of all solved structures [6] . However, there are thousands of OMPs estimated to be existing in the genomic databases currently [7] , and the number is increasing by ongoing large-scale sequencing [8] .
Computational structure prediction provides a practical approach to bridge the gap between sequences and structures. A few efforts have been made to predict the general structures of membrane proteins [9, 10] , but the prediction accuracy remains to be further improved. Some methods that focused on the family of G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) [11, 12] achieved better performances. However, those methods perform poorly on OMPs for lacking of homologous templates, predicting OMP structures is still a challengeable problem. For the purpose, the above all task is to accurately discriminating the OMP from sequences and aligning them to solved structures.
There are many methods that effort to discriminate the OMP from sequence databases; Gromiha and Suwa used OMP motifs for excluding and identifying OMP form globular proteins [13] , and they further compared performances of several machine learning based methods; the highest accuracy is no more than 91% [14] . By contrast, few OMP alignment methods have been reported despite its importance for fold recognition [15] . The structure prediction of OMPs is estimated to obtain the accuracy as high as that of globular proteins under the condition that the alignment of OMPs achieves similar accuracy to its compeer [16] , but alignment methods [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] for globular protein did not work well on OMPs, the reason being mainly because those 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering sequence-to-structure methods could not efficiently abstract the OMP-specific features used in the alignment process.
It is notable that OMPs have special physicochemical properties compared to globular proteins. They are composed of several beta strands which form a barrel to span outer membrane. These strands are enriched polar, charged, and hydrophobic residues, antiparallel crossing membrane alternatively, from one side of outer membrane to the other side. In addition, the number of transmembrane (TM) strands is mostly even. These remarkable properties can be clearly represented by topology structure of OMPs. Therefore, topology structure is considered helpful improving the OMP alignment as OMP-specific feature. Currently, several OMP topology structure predictors are available, such as TMBHMM [22] , TMBETAPRED-RBF [23] , and TMBpro [24] ; these methods utilize many OMP-specific features to improve the prediction accuracy, including amino acid composition, alternating hydrophobicity pattern [25] , or "positive-inside" rule [26, 27] .
In this study, we developed a novel Outer Membrane Segment Alignment method (OMSA) to discriminate and align OMPs from sequences at the same time. The method for the first time used OMP-specific features abstracted from topology structure to improve the alignment, for example, TM segment type and TM segment orientation. Particular scoring function designed for OMP was applied to a localglobal dynamic programming to optimize the alignment. Comprehensive OMP datasets have been used for training and testing, and the results represented that OMSA perform well on OMP discrimination and alignment compared to peer methods. Hence, our method will be useful for OMP structure studying.
Materials and Methods

Datasets. Orientations of Proteins in Membranes (OPM)
database [28] was used in OMSA training and testing; it provides the most comprehensive collection of membrane proteins with calculated spatial arrangements. Differing to computational-based databases [29, 30] , OPM database is more in agreement with the experimental data and further classifies the membrane proteins based on their main transmembrane domains by referencing SCOP [31] and TCDB [32] . In this database, 98 entries are classified to 26 superfamilies, and each of them is composed of one or more protein families. Here, proteins in the same superfamily are evolutionarily related and with superimposable tertiary structures, but in low sequence identity, while it is high among the proteins in the same family. We randomly picked two entries from each superfamily to comprise training and testing datasets, respectively. For those superfamilies which have only one entry, the entries were selected to training dataset. Finally, the training dataset is composed of 19 nonredundant entries, while testing dataset has 28 nonredundant entries (see Table S1 in supplementary material available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2013/541359).
For the purpose of benchmarking the performance of OMP discrimination, Gromiha and Suwa's dataset (GSdataset) [13] is used, which includes 377 OMPs, 268 -helical transmembrane proteins, and 674 globular protein chains. All these well-annotated transmembrane proteins included in the dataset were obtained from PSORT-B database [33] , while those globular protein chains were obtained from the PDB40D 1.37 database of SCOP [34] . In this dataset, a few transmembrane proteins are homologous, and the globular proteins have sequence identity less than 30%.
Segment Type and Orientation.
Segments on an OMP sequence are classified to TM segment (TMB) and non-TM segment according to their location relative to outer membrane. TM segment is the part of sequence that is across the outer membrane, and non-TM segments include outside segment and inside segment, where the outside segment locates outside the area surrendered by outer membrane, while the inside segment locates in the area. The segment orientation describes the direction of those segments across the outer membrane; it can be abstracted when segment types have been identified.
The segment type seg ( ) at sequence position is given as
The orientation of each TM segment is determinated according to the inside/outside it forwards to. TM segment orientation orn( ) at position is valuated as follows:
, from inside to outside, −1, from outside to inside, 0, else.
Given an OMP as shown in Figure 1 (a), segment types and orientations are clearly described by topology structure in Figure 1 (b), and they have been labeled for each amino acid on its sequence using (1) and (2), respectively, shown in Figure 1 (c). In each pairwise alignment, query sequences used predicted topologies, while the template sequences directly utilized native topology structures obtained from OPM database. We employed TMBHMM [22] to predict topology structures for its high performance and accuracy. The method integrates particular features to build a hidden Markov model (HMM) for topology structure predicting, for example, SASA (relative solvent-accessible surface area) feature [35] and frequency profile [36] .
Sequence
Profile. Almost all OMPs are homologous to each other [37] , so that the sequence profile is especially conductive to identifying the compatibility within the same segment types by sequence patterns. This sequence-based profile generated by PSI-BLAST [36] is called Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM), which is derived by aligning the amino acid sequence against NCBI's nonredundant sequence database (NR) with three iterations. The profiles present the evolutionary conservation of sequences by large-scale searching, whereas it has a significant impact on protein fold recognition [38] . A PSSM profile pm[ , ] is a × 20 log-odds matrix, where the represents the sequence length. Each element in pm [ , ] negatively represents the frequency of the residue type at position .
Scoring Function.
The scoring function is the kernel of dynamic programming (DP) which is used to derive the optimal path searching for alignment. It is composed of two major parts, fitness scoring and gap penalty model. The fitness scoring responds to measure the compatibility between any residue pair, while the gap penalty model affects the alignment accuracy by controlling the gap insertion. They coordinate with each other making a balance to achieve the best alignment accuracy. Tailing for the OMP, the scoring function used here is different from that of globular proteins, the fitness scoring adopts the OMP-specific features and correspondingly strategies, and the gap penalty is thereby particularly designed to support the OMP segment alignment. Here, the integrated three features, segment type, segment orientation, and sequence profile, compose a compact profile for the profile-to-profile scoring, where segment type guarantees the proteins are aligned by segment and segment orientation prevents the TM segments being incorrectly aligned, while sequence profile further improves the alignment accuracy between non-TM segments. Meanwhile, a segment-dependent gap model is employed correspondingly.
(1) Fitness Scoring. Differing to the sequence-to-sequence alignment method, the profile-to-profile alignment offers the more opportunities to align the proteins according to their overall properties. The so-called profile is the general conception of assemble of the selected features, and those features must be efficient to describe the properties of target proteins and less redundant to decrease the computational complex. The selected three features can overall describe the sequence patterns (by sequence profile) and conformation properties (by segment type and TM segment orientation) of OMPs.
The fitness score of th position on query sequence and th position on template sequence is calculated by the equation
where PRO( , ) is the fitness score of sequence profile, SEG( , ) is the segment type fitness score, and ORN( , ) is the segment orientation fitness score; 1 , 2 and 3 are the weights of the three fitness scores, while shift is a tobe-determinated constant that avoids the unrelated residues 4
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The evolution fitness score is calculated according to the equation
where pm query [ , ] is PSSM profile value of residue type at position on the target sequence, and pm template [ , ] follows the same meaning.
(2) Gap Penalty. Gap penalty is used to evaluate the cost of making an insertion (or deletion) option; the balance between fitness score and the gap penalty makes the decisions for the DP to trace the optimal aligning path. Various gap penalty models have been designed for globular protein alignment previously, for example, position-dependent gap penalty models used in [17, 39] or profile-based model [40] .
Even a more complicate model [41] was used recently for lowhomology protein threading. In this study, we employed a segment-dependent gap penalty model to satisfy the segment alignment, in which insertions in TM segments are more stricterly punished compared to non-TM segments, because these segments are more conserved. Considering the predictions accuracy of topology, we do not simply forbid the insertions as H. Zhou and Y. Zhou [42] did for globular protein alignment but allow the gaps insert to query sequence using open-gap-penalty op tm and one-time-penalty ep tm , while they are forbidden to template sequences which use the native topology structures. Similarly, open-gap-penalty op non-tm and one-time-penalty ep non-tm are used for non-TM segments of query sequence. Here, the open-gap-penalty is used only when the gap opens, and the one-time-penalty is used for the continuous insertion after the gap opened.
Training
Parameters. All parameters, 1 , 2 , 3 , shift , op tm , op non-tm , ep tm , and ep non-tm , used in the scoring function are trained using the same method as [42] on our training dataset. All the parameters are randomly assigned the start value and then optimized by grid search. Here, the gold standard TM-score [43] is used to supervise the searching. The higher TM-score derived by aligned sequences is considered the higher accuracy achieved. The iterations exit when the average TM-score does not increase any more.
Dynamic
Programming. DP is the most popular paradigm in computational biology [44] . It is a method for solving complex problems by breaking them down into simpler subproblems and has been applied widely in sequence alignment or optimal searching. Decided by our scoring function, the DP process of OMSA is OMP specific, which can align the correct segments as much as possible. We use local-global algorithm to optimize the alignment path for requirement of segment alignment. By using the OMP-specific scoring function introduced above, the DP procedure of OMSA can find better path for an alignment. The segments with the same type are aligned preferentially, while different segment types are hard to match unless they are extremely compatible with the evolutionary conservation.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we will firstly show that the segment orientation significantly improves the alignment accuracy and then compare the OMSA to one of the top-leading generated profile-to-profile alignment methods, HHalign [45] . As the outputs of sequence-to-structure alignment, rawscores generated by OMSA negatively relate to the structural similarities. However, only the rawscores derived by the same query protein are comparable; they cannot be directly used as a criterion to evaluate the structure similarity between different alignment pairs. Thus, we transform the rawscores to rawscore correlation (RC), which bridges the rawscores and the structure similarity by normalizing the rawscores to interval (0, 1]. Finally, the RC is applied to OMP discrimination and the OMP fold recognition.
Topology Features Improve the Alignment Accuracy.
OMSA improves alignment principally relied on topology features. We implemented method nOMSA that removed topology features for comparison, where the nOMSA used the secondary structure and sequence profile as features and trained using the same dataset. We made all-versusall pairwise alignments on testing dataset using OMSA and nOMSA, respectively; average GDT TS [46, 47] was used to evaluate the alignment accuracy. GDT TS scores the structure similarity for two length-equal proteins using their 3D structures. The structure similarity is positively related with the GDT TS when the score increases from 0 to 1. Therefore, for each alignment pair, the higher GDT TS means the better alignment that has been made by the method, whereas the overall alignment accuracy of a query protein can be described using the average GDT TS of all the templates. Each query, there were aligned to 27 templates, and the average GDT TS was statistic using the corresponding 27 GDT TSs. The average GDT TS of all the 28 queries derived by OMSA are shown using the solid polyline in Figure 2 , while the corresponding nOMSA results are shown using dotted polyline, where the solid polyline lies obviously above the dotted polyline, which indicates that all the query proteins will obtain higher alignment accuracy when the topology features are involved. 
Performance of OMSA Alignment.
Generally, comparison with the peer methods powerfully proves the improvements of the new methods; however, there is no such OMP pairwise alignment method currently available; thus, we chose top-leading general alignment method HHalign [45] . HHalign uses profile hidden Markov model (HMM) to make pairwise HMM-HMM (profile-HMM) alignments, and the confidence values and a full seven-state secondary structure are employed to improve the alignment quality; thus, it is a very sensitive repeat-identification tool.
To arrange the comparison, the profile-HMMs of 28 proteins of testing dataset were generated to make the all-versusall pairwise alignment, in which the default parameters were used. Correspondently, the previous pairwise alignment results derived by OMSA are used for the comparison. Avoiding the pseudo increasing of alignment accuracy, those pairs which the queries align to themselves were excluded; finally, in total 28 × 27 pairs of alignments were used for comparison.
The alignment accuracy can be evaluated by two criterions: (1) calculating the percentage of correctly aligned positions [15] and (2) scoring the structural similarity between the aligned pairs [48] . For the first approach, each aligned residue pair in the alignment has to be verified whether it belongs to the correct alignment, whereas a golden standard of structural alignment is required, such as widely used method TM-align [49] , since there is no unique solution that solves the problem finding the optimal structure alignment [50] . For the second one, structure similarity of alignment is scored directly by their native 3D structures of aligned parts, depicting whether they were correctly aligned or not; GDT TS [46, 47] and TM-score [43] are commonly used for the purpose. Notably, TM-score is designed to be independent of protein lengths, and the structures with a score higher than 0.5 assume roughly the same fold [51] , while it indicates that the proteins are unrelated when the score is below 0.20. To comprehensively show the performances, we adopted both approaches to exhibit the alignment results, where the alignment accuracy (ACC) was used according to approach (1) and TM-score and GDT TS were used according to approach (2) .
As shown in Table 1 , OMSA derived the better alignment in average against the testing dataset compared to the HHalign. Here, the accuracy of the TM segments and the non-TM segments is counted separately, and the overall accuracy is also given. The alignment accuracy is obtained using the TM-align as the standard. The HHalign aligns both types of segments with almost the same accuracy, while the OMSA shows much difference in accuracy between them. There is more than eleven percentage margin that the OMSA surpasses the HHalign in the alignment accuracy of the TM parts, while the margin is just no more than three percent of the non-TM parts; for this reason, the OMSA achieves the 50.6% of overall alignment accuracy and surpasses its companion nearly eight percent. The result is consistent with the TM-score and the GDT TS, where the alignments for TM segments are much better than non-TM segments. Correspondingly, the improvement of TM-score achieves the eight percent, as well nine percent improvement of GDT TS.
Comparing the integrated features, sequence profile has been commonly used in both methods, but the HHalign addresses the predicted secondary structure in alignment, while OMSA uses topology-based features instead. Obviously, the utilization of topology structure based features improves alignment accuracy than secondary structure, especially for the segments alignment methods. However, it lacks to determinate the structures similarity for non-TM segments which have secondary structures and decreases the alignment accuracy for non-TM segments, but this shortness has been obscured by the less secondary structures existing outside TM segments. The results illuminate that the TMB orientation improves the OMP segment alignment by decreasing the misleading of the incorrect topology prediction and further distinguishing the TM segments and thereby improves the alignment performance.
Alignment Rawscore and Structural Similarity.
The OMSA generates a rawscore for each alignment pair, and its value directly reflects the structure similarity between the proteins. The aligned pair with smaller rawscore illustrates that the two proteins are more likely having similar spatial conformations, which is exhibited in Figure 3 using the alignment results of Porin (PDB ID:2POR) [52] .
The left-top point represents the alignment result of 2POR with itself, so that it totally matched in structure which is presented by GDT TS of value 1 and derived the smallest negative rawscore at the same time. The nearest point represents protein OmpF porin (PDB ID:1HXX), which belongs to the same superfamily but not the same family with 2POR. The two proteins have the most similar conformations with each other within the testing dataset. In similar manner, the points in the left-top area are mostly the proteins that have similar Figure 3 : An example of 2POR shows rawscores negatively related to structure similarity. The structure similarity is represented using GDT TS. The rawscores generated by OMSA negatively relate to the 3D structure similarity between the aligned proteins, where a smaller score indicates that the corresponding protein is similar to the query protein in spatial conformation.
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structures with 2POR (16 TM segments each chain), such as Fatty Acid Transporter FadL (PDB ID:1T16, 14 TM segments) [53] , Porin OmpG (PDB ID:2IWV, 14 TM segments) [54] , and BenF-like porin (PDB ID:3JTY, 18 TM segments) [55] . These proteins are similar to the topology structures, but it is not the only driving force for OMSA to recognize the proteins; even the difference among the same-type segments can be further distinguished, such as Alginate export protein (PDB ID:3RBH) [56] , which is reported recently with 18 TM segments, resembling to 2POR in topology structure but significantly differing in non-TM segments. Most proteins centralized in the middle area superimpose their 3D structures to 2POR partially, whereas they derived higher rawscores, while the other proteins fell to the right-bottom corner are totally different with 2POR, such as Leukocidin F (PDB ID:1PVL) [57] and OprM (PDB ID:1WP1) [58] . All the testing proteins showed similar rawscore distribution as 2POR; the results illuminate that the rawscore of OMSA negatively responds to the structure similarity.
Rawscore Correlations.
Since the rawscores produced by OMSA are negatively related to the protein structural similarity, they are able to be used to discriminate the OMPs from the globular proteins. However, the comparison of the rawscores can be done only among those produced by aligning to the same query protein, otherwise, the rawscores are not comparable. The reason is easy to understand; assuming aligning two pairs of proteins at the same time, proteins in one pair have short sequences and very similar structures, while their companions have much longer sequences and less similar structures; even when the proteins in shorter pair are perfectly aligned, they still may not obtain the smaller rawscore; it is decided by the alignment between the other two proteins. Considering the homologous among the OMPs, two proteins that have similar sequence length tend to have more similar local structures, so that proteins in longer pair have more chance to derive the smaller rawscore. Therefore, the rawscore cannot be directly used for the purpose. It has been noticed that each query protein will achieve the best rawscore aligning to itself; the other rawscores are all smaller than the value and decrease almost according to the structure similarity, so that rawscore correlation (RC) between query protein and templates can be described by the relative values of rawscores. The RC of query protein and template protein is calculated using the equation
where rs ( , ) and rs ( , ) are, respectively, the alignment rawscores of responding proteins. All the rawscores are negative numbers, so the RC is a positive number and belongs to (0, 1]. With the transformation, the rawscores are kind of normalized. The ranking of rawscores has not been changed for each query protein, but the structure similarity between the different query-template pairs becomes comparable. To exhibit the correlation between rawscores and structures, all the testing pairwise alignment rawscores were transformed to RC value, each blue point in Figure 4 presents a RC value, and each column is composed of 28 points, which are the RCs of 28 templates (including itself). All the proteins are best matched with themselves, so the RC values are always 1 on the top of each column accordingly, and the others are smaller than 1. For the reason that we did not change the orders of rawscores, the RC values distribute similarly with rawscores, the primary function of the diagram is to present the commonness among the columns. It can be found that most RC values of each column concentrate between 0.45 and 0.8, and fewer points scatter above or under the region. The phenomenon indicate that most templates have some parts obviously similar with query protein in conformation, and fewer templates are significantly similar or different to that. Meanwhile, the last three columns which correspond to Leukocidin F (PDB ID:1PVL) [57] , Cytolysin and hemolysin HlyA Pore-forming toxin (PDB ID:3O44) [59] , and Porin 1QJP  3QRA  1P4T  3GP6  2ERV  3DZM  1K24  3FID  2WJR  1UYO  1QD6  1TLY  1T16  2IWV  1HXX  2POR  2QDZ  1A0S  3JTY  3RBH  1KMP  2VQI  3EMN  2GR7  1WP1  1PVL  3O44 MspA (PDB ID:1UUN) [60] show the RC distributions slightly different that the average RC value smaller than the other proteins. The three proteins are all special OMPs that have particular conformations different from other proteins, so that the OMSA could not obtain the better alignment for them. It is also the partial reason that result the smaller RC values in other columns. The distribution illuminates the RC value responds to the structure similarity between the query and templates.
Although the structure differences exist among the OMPs, the RC values still remain bigger than 0.28 with each other, which indicates that they have common properties at least in some parts. Meanwhile, the scanty two superfamilies that have two proteins each are observed from Figure 4 ; all the four proteins derive RC values bigger than 0.84 and are the top 4 among the alignments between different query and template. According to the results, we divided the RC value into three intervals: region A: (0.84, 1], region B: (0.28, 0.84], and region C: (0, 0.28]. The proteins in region A are considered to share the same superfamily with corresponding query protein, those in region B can be regarded as OMPs, and those in region C are the non-OMPs. Because the OMSA effectively amplified the OMP-specific features, the non-OMPs are hard to achieve a bigger RC value than 0.28. The performance of discriminating OMPs is shown in the next section.
3.5. Improving OMP Discrimination. We adopted the GSdataset to the benchmark the performance of OMSA to discriminate the OMPs, because the dataset was wildly used for the purpose as benchmark by the other OMP discrimination methods, such as DD [13] , NN AAC [14] , and SVM AAC DPC [61] . As known, the testing dataset is nonredundant and covers all the OMP superfamilies; we used it as the OMP library. For each protein in GS-dataset, we calculated its RC values aligning to all the proteins of our To compare the discrimination accuracy, four criterions were used to show the performance: Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC), accuracy (AC), sensitivity (SN), and specificity (SP). As shown in Table 2 , OMSA achieves the higher accuracy than DD, NN ACC, and SVM ACC DPC in MCC, AC, and SP. There were 2 false positives (FPs) and 59 false negatives (FNs) in the results of OMSA. It is obvious that our method is highly reliable to determinate OMPs with 95.4% of AC, accompanied by 0.896 of MCC, which is much higher than the second top one of 0.816. The FNs decreased the accuracy of OMSA and also resulted in that the SN was slightly lower than that of SVM AAC DPC, but that can be improved by further optimizing the discriminating threshold of RC. Therefore, OMSA has the potential abilities to achieve higher accuracy of OMP discrimination. Notably, it is hard to discriminate the transmembrane strands and beta water soluble proteins for most methods, because both of them share some common features, such as amphipathicity [62] . Benefited by the predicted topology structure, most all-beta water soluble proteins showed no TM segments, whereas the OMSA has been never confused by the two kinds of proteins.
Improving Fold Recognition.
The pairwise alignment results of the testing dataset are used to show the fold recognition performance of our method. For the comparison, we applied top-leading general fold recognition program HHsearch [45] to the same dataset. As mentioned, the testing dataset is redundant but small, all the proteins included are at the fold level, there are only two four proteins at the superfamily level, and no proteins at the family level, whereas the comparison conducted here is slightly different from that among the globular proteins, where the top 3 recognized folds are enough to show the performance on such a small dataset, and the recognition accuracy is compared using the average TM-score. Differing to the usage in alignment accuracy, TM-scores are obtained here using the native structures of the query-template pairs, instead of aligned parts, to show the native structure similarity of recognized folds. To further show the performance, the accuracy of recognizing the best one is exhibited, respectively. As shown in Table 3 , OMSA derived the best performance comparing to HHsearch; it recognized the most similar folds for the queries with accuracy of 57.1%, while HHsearch achieved the accuracy above ten percent less, and the results are consistent with native TM-scores. The accuracy with which best protein fold appears within the top 2 recognized folds increases to 66.7% of OMSA, and that remains ten percent more than HHsearch in the top 3.
Conclusions
This paper describes a novel segment OMP alignment method, OMSA, which is designed based on OMP-specific features. OMPs have distinct physicochemical properties compared to globular proteins, which is the biggest obstacle for other methods to predict their structures but provides opportunities for our method on the contrary. We extract the segment type and segment orientation as the features from topology structures, combining with sequence profile to comprise the aligning profile, and segment alignment is firstly employed to address the problem. Correspondingly, we reassign the scoring functions to satisfy the requirement, in which the residue-residue compatibility is scored using the OMPspecific features and a segment-dependent gap penalty model is employed. OMSA has been tested based on a nonredundant testing dataset. Compared to HHalign, our method performs well as a sequence-to-structure alignment method, where the feature of segment orientation indispensably improves the alignment accuracy, especially for TM segments. The alignment rawscore of OMSA is observed negatively relating to the structure similarity, so that the method surpassed HHsearch certain percentage of accuracy in fold recognition. Furthermore, RC value which is derived from the rawscore can be directly used to measure the structure similarity between query and template pairs. By using the RC value, OMSA achieved the best accuracy of OMP discrimination compared to other existing methods. For the same reason, the RC can also be applied to the fold recognition by further adjusting the threshold. This state-of-the-art technology will thereby facilitate the discriminating, structure recognizing, and function predicting for OMPs.
